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Alpokalja

ESTERHÁZY
CASTLE
Fertőd

#imperial
#enchantedcastle
#surroundedbyhistory

The country’s largest and most
brilliant Baroque-Rococo castle can
be found in the swampy, wild-rich
region of Lake Fertő surrounded by
reeds.

„I may also do what the
Emperor may do!”
was the catchword of its
construction.

Not only high-ranking families of the
age, but Empress Maria Theresa as
well visited Eszterháza and stayed
here as its guests; the composer
Joseph Haydn also lived and worked
here. Entering the exquisite wroughtiron main gate, the ornamental
courtyard surrounded by the castle
wings opens up in front of us.

„The Lord is the Castle, the Theatre
and the Forest. I like everything in this
beautiful place and everything teaches
at the same time.”
18th century traveller

The wrought-iron main gate at the
entrance of the ornamental court, the
water spitting fountains depicting
dragon-killing scenes in the main
building, balconies and the twoarmed, graceful decorative staircase
leading to the upstairs function
rooms impress visitors.

CASTLE DICTIONARY:
• Sala Terrena – summer dining room,
the centre of the castle, from where
the garden composition can be seen
• Goose foot allele – three radial axes
starting from the dining room,
allowing view to the outside

• Parter – an open baroque
ornamental garden
• Regnum Marianum – a fresco
typical of the age in which
St. Stephen offers the
country to the Virgin Mary

The Rose Garden was built
at the request of Countess
Margit Cziráky from
the more than 600 rose
varieties bred at that time
close to 300 rose varieties
can still be found here.

i
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FOR MORE
INFORMATION
PLEASE
CLICK HERE
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SZÉCHENYI

MUSEUM TRAIN
Nagycenk

#locomotivedriving
#cannotevenbemovedfromit
#timetraveltime

A real time travel awaits us near
Nagycenk’s Széchenyi Castle, beside
the Linden Drive.
Along the 4-kilometre-long trail
full of curves the smokey steamer
of the Széchenyi Museum Train
carries nostalgia-driven passengers
between
Nagycenk’s
Széchenyi
Castle and the Railway Station of
Fertőtoboz.
The tiny buildings one can see
during the ride are replicas of guard
houses, which used to be old railway
installations. The guard houses called
Bátorság
(Courage),
Nádtelep
(Weed Plant) and Szurdokpüspöki
are nice and scenic spots of the
journey.

The light train stops for a
few minutes at the threehole bridge of the Ikva
stream to allow
passengers take photos of
the landscape and
this technical attraction.

The steamer built in
1923 probably had a
„stork-nest” chimney
and during the years
it has been converted
to its shape of today.

The 760 mm-gauge line
is served by carriages of
light trains phased out
in different parts of the
country.
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FOR MORE
INFORMATION
PLEASE
CLICK HERE
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JURISICS
CASTLE
Kőszeg

#castledefenders
#weshallalldressup
#uptothebattle

The castle in Kőszeg awaits its visitors
with permanent exhibitions and lots of
programs. One can get acquainted with
medieval weapons and clothing in the
armoury, while films and temporary
exhibitions show the history and
treasures of the city and the castle in
the knight’s room.
Free Castle Muster games and historic
garments are provided for visitors.
An excellent view opens to the OldHouse Mirador, the Sultan’s Mirador
and the Calvary Church from the
Western Tower.

Kőszeg’s castle is mentioned
first in 802; the Einhard
Chronicle mentions it by the
name castellum Guntionis.

In 1532 an almost one thousand
strong defenders protected the
castle from the 50-55 thousand main
body of the Turkish army
with the use of tricks and artful
diplomacy.
In honour of Miklós Jurisics and the
defenders of the Castle the bells ring
at 11 o’clock in Kőszeg.
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The Country Lord’s table and
the kitchen are permanent
pieces of the exhibition
introducing the cooking and
eating habits of the 12th to 16th
centuries.
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FOR MORE
INFORMATION
PLEASE
CLICK HERE
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KÁMON’S
ARBORETUM
Szombathely

#surroundedbynatureatlast
#whatanicesmell
#hugatree

Hungary’s richest wooded collection
and a pine plantation of national
significance can be found in Kámon’s
Arboretum in Szombathely.
In the arboretum one can walk in the
shade of wonderful maple trees, oak
trees and fir trees, admire huge swamp
cypresses and flowers.

One of the most
scenic parts of the
arboretum in May is the
one surrounding the
Gyöngyös-creek, as it is
the part of the year when
the rhododendrons are in
full bloom around
the creek.
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The arboretum
has an extremely
rich collection of
shrubs, moreover,
the country’s
foremost pine and
fir collection is also
situated here.
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FOR MORE
INFORMATION
PLEASE
CLICK HERE
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CÁK’S
CELLAR TRAIL
Cák

#twoonabench
#justlikebefore
#anicemaiden

ÉRSEK
ÉDEN

Nine cellars kept in their original
condition can be seen during the
opening hours of the Open-Air
Ethnographic Museum.
In the chestnut grove at the bottom
of the little hill above the village near
Kőszeg eight old fully furnished wine
cellars await visitors as a museum.

Rábakecöl

#gastroexperience
#truffleisourpassion
#thedogdoesnotbite

i

From among the ancient wine cellars,
one of the most remarkable spots in
the area of the Kőszeg Mountains
is the row of thatched-roof cellars
situated in a chestnut tree grove near
Cák, reminding visitors of old times.

The Érsek Éden Truffle gastronomy
plantation offers a quality truffle
program for individuals, innovative
players in the tourism, hospitality and
hotel industries, and it is also a splendid
venue for corporate events.

Operating currently as an open-air
museum, the buildings accommodate
various old viticultural and oenological
equipment, side-spindle, stone-weight
and medium-spindle grape presses,
and, one of the cellars hosts a coopers’
exhibition.

Guests are introduced to the special
world of truffles in a three-step gastro
tour organized in an authentic setting.

Wine cellars and press houses were
used not only to make wine, but also to
store chestnuts and fruits. The oldest
stone-weight press made in 1778 can
be seen here.

Book a Truffle Show, a quality truffle
cooking and tasting featured by a chef.

i
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White Magic is the most expensive
truffle species. Record-sized copies sell
for over € 100,000 and they find their
way to some restaurant in Hong Kong,
Singapore or New York.

FOR MORE
INFORMATION
PLEASE
CLICK HERE
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FOR MORE
INFORMATION
PLEASE
CLICK HERE
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BÜKFÜRDŐ
THERMAL
& SPA
Bükfürdő

#splashfromthebubble
#wholedaysliding
#cosmeticswithoriginalmedicalwater
#premiumholiday

Bükfürdő Thermal & Spa is the second
largest spa in the country. Bükfürdő
Thermal & Spa offers its guests the
possibility of the highest quality of
relaxation and entertainment with its
world famous medicinal water and its
cosmetics prepared using its own
water.
Covered by shady trees, the 14-hectare
park has 34 indoor, semi-indoor and
outdoor pools. With its uniquely rich
pool repertoire, besides the pools
filled with medicinal water, it offers
sports pools and pools for families and
children.

The anaconda slide
is a long meandering,
the kamikaze is a
real test of courage
with its sudden drop,
whereas on the onion
slide the splash in
the water comes
through a centrifugal
like spinning.
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Several of the
mineral substances
that occur in the
water in large
amounts take care
of not only the state
of our bones but
they also have a
beneficial effect on
our skin.
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FOR MORE
INFORMATION
PLEASE
CLICK HERE
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BÜKFÜRDŐ
THERMAL
& SPA
Bükfürdő

#forsaunalovers
#alpinehaysteamroom
#anislandofpeaceandrest
The Kraxenofen® alpine hay steam room
emanating an alpine atmosphere is unique
in Hungary. The essence of herbal hay flows
from oils and the pleasant warmth touches
the back and neck area.

SAUNA WORLD
Among others, steam baths, an
infrared cabin, an aroma sauna, an
outdoor devil’s sauna, and a Finnish
forest sauna are waiting for sauna
lovers Carefree relaxation after the
sauna is provided by the indoor
sauna relaxation and cosy sauna
garden offering ten kinds of sauna
cabins, adventure pools and Jacuzzis.

MEDICAL WELLNESS
Medical Wellness pampers its guests
with a range of spas unique in
Hungary, baths, relaxing massages,
wraps and skin regenerating body
treatments. The use of high-quality
massage cream, wrap and cosmetic
products made from the Bük
medicinal water known far away
completes the experience of renewal.

i
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FOR MORE
INFORMATION
PLEASE
CLICK HERE
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GREENFIELD
HOTEL
GOLF & SPA

GREENFIELD
GOLF
Bükfürdő

Bükfürdő

#swing
#alsoforbeginners
#justlikeingolfmovies
#outintonature
#bathtofollowgolf

#exclusivepampering
#hotelreborn
#refinedelegance
The hotel is located in a beautiful
green area, next to the surrounding
18-hole championship golf course in
Bükfürdő. The refurbished 207-room
hotel with its 3,500 m2 exclusive Spa
and Sauna World, its own Greenfield
thermal water, brand new Chill & Fun
entertainment centre and a range
of pampering treatments offer an
exquisite combination of wellness and
golf hotels for a perfect recharge.
Its GreenGarden restaurant with a
unique panorama offers exceptional
gastronomic
experiences
with
international cuisine and Hungarian
specialties.
The hotel has entered the path to
complete renewal, so it will welcome
its guests with a renewed interior and
an even higher standard service range
as of spring 2022.

i
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FOR MORE
INFORMATION
PLEASE
CLICK HERE

ON 1 000 000 M2 10 000 POPLAR TREES,
7 LAKES AND 100 DIFFERENT SPECIES
OF BIRDS MERGE INTO A UNIQUELY
PEACEFUL ENVIRONMENT.

i

Celebrating its 30th anniversary in
2021, the 18-hole „championship”
golf course, following a large-scale
renovation work, awaits reborn those
wishing to play golf and relax in
Bükfürdő. Beside professional athletes,
the gate is open to beginners and
guests who just wish to „familiarize”
with golf. In our „golf tasting”
programs, families and couples alike
can learn about the basics of golf,
try the experience of driving a golf
cart and gather joint experiences in
the fresh air and surrounded by the
wonderful environment.
Enjoy the unique world offered by
the idyllic landscape and the magical
panorama of the beautifully maintained
100-hectare golf course.

i

FOR MORE
INFORMATION
PLEASE
CLICK HERE
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VINORA
WINEHOUSE
Csepreg

#inwineisthetruth
#vinorabora

Bük

The Vinora family winery is located
on the shores of the Bene Mountain
Reservoir in Csepreg, with beautiful
views of the vineyard and the lake. The
vineyard area belongs to the Sopron
wine region, 60% white and 40% blue
grapes are grown in the best southern
slopes of the Csepreg vineyard.
WHITE, ROSE AND RED WINE IS
STORED IN RUST-FREE
CONTAINERS AND MATURED IN
OAK BARRELS.

CHRISTAL
TOWER
ADVENTURE
PARK

i

For guests wines are available at the
Vinora quarters. Wine-tasting and
wine-tours are organised for groups
of at least 10 people.
Csepreg’s qualities and neighbourhood
ensure alternative program options for
Bükfürdő’s guests like hunting, fishing,
cycling and hiking.

#ah-ah-ah-ah-ah-ah
#lifeisadventure
#cyclingintheskies
#safetyfirst

The 3-level adventure park, which is
unique in Hungary, is made complete
with 90 elements. We are allowed
to proceed as we decide, either on
skipping the most difficult parts or
just to the contrary, on going back to
repeat the parts we like the most. A
giant swing and cycling in the height.
Challenges like these and similar ones
await us on the 17-meter high climbing
track of the Chrystal Tower Adventure
Park, meandering in the air more than
one kilometre long.
The unusual attraction has been spiced
with a giant swing and a 200-meter
Flying Fox slide using which groups of
friends and families are encouraged to
scream loudly.
The adventure track may boast not
only its height: namely, 120 people can
seek adventure on it at a time. The Mini
Crystal Tower, located at the foot of
the tower, is open to children from the
age of 3.
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FOR MORE
INFORMATION
PLEASE
CLICK HERE
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FOR MORE
INFORMATION
PLEASE
CLICK HERE
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HUNGUEST
HOTEL
RÉPCE GOLD

TREE CANOPY
TRAIL
Althodis (A)

Bükfürdő

#intheopenair
#intheshrouds
#evenwithapram

#perfectcomfort
#bepamperedevenwithyourfamily
#directcorridortothespa

Althodis, situated in the area of the
Írottkő Nature Park, lies 20 km from
Kőszeg. Near the settlement there is
a 500-meter-long canopy study trail
meandering among the shrouds of
trees.

The 4-star Hunguest Hotel Répce
Gold is located in the direct vicinity of
Bükfürdő Thermal & Spa.
THE WORLD OF COLOURS
OF THE ROOMS EMANATES A
MEDITERRANEAN ATMOSPHERE.

A wooden bridge on wooden legs
connects the towers, while at the end
of the study trail we can admire the
countryside from a lookout. Perfect
weekend getaway for the whole
family!

i

Hotel guests can have access to the
Spa’s services in quite a unique manner
in Bükfürdő: through a heated and
closed corridor, enjoying the comfort
of their bathrobe.

THE
HIGHEST
POINT
OF
THE BRIDGE STANDING ON
WOODEN LEGS IS 22 METRES
TALL ALLOWING TO VIEW THE
FOREST WILD LIFE FROM AN
ARM’S LENGTH.

Domestic and international cuisine,
lobby bar with terrace, Wellness Island,
shady park, playground and countless
other opportunities every day of the
year.

i

For blind and vision impaired people
life-size wooden animal sculptures
render complete the forest experience.
Passing across the bridge we are
helped by sign boards in acquiring
information.

i
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FOR MORE
INFORMATION
PLEASE
CLICK HERE

source: alpannonia®
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FOR MORE
INFORMATION
PLEASE
CLICK HERE
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LÉKA’S
CASTLE

Lockenhaus (A)
#hauntedcastle
#legendaryland
#historyalive
#knight’scastle

ÍROTTKŐ
NATURE
PARK

LET ONLY THOSE WITH STRONG NERVES
VISIT AROUND MIDNIGT THE CASTLE’S
CHAPEL DECORATED WITH BISANTIANSTYLE PAINTINGS. NAMELY, AS THE LEGEND
GOES, IT IS AT THAT TIME THAT THE DAMNED
SOULS OF THE FRIARS HAVING RETIRED TO
A BETTER WORLD RETURN TO HAUNT.

The Kőszeg Mountain

i

#challengetrail
#bitetheair
#enchantingmountain

The castle of Lockenhaus, which
now belongs to Austria, is the most
spectacular sight in the vicinity
of Kőszeg. The medieval knight’s
castle on the cliff surrounded by the
Gyöngyös stream, next to a small
lake, offers a complex medieval
experience with its various exhibitions
and continuous events in a wonderful
wooded environment.

With its height of 888 metres Írott-kő
(„stone with carves”) is the highest
point of the Kőszeg Mountains and
Transdanubia. The Írottkő Nature Park
tempts visitors with alpine-style tours
throughout the year. The lookout tower
on the hilltop, built in 1913, is located in
two countries at the same time, and
can be visited from both Hungary and
Austria.

The recently opened bat exhibition in
the castle building takes visitors to the
special world of the creatures of the
night on two levels, through six halls. Of
the various films, there is even a special
infrared film about the populous bat
colony living around the castle.

About 40 meters from the lookout
tower, already in Austrian area, there
is a rock formation that gives the
mountain its name, on which the
engraved letters C B E can still be
seen, and which may have marked
the boundary between the Batthyány
and Esterházy estates (Confinia
Batthyányana Esterhazyana).

Next to the old tower, the palace
houses one of the castle’s most popular
attractions, the torture chamber, which
includes the legendary Iron Virgin, the
rudimentary tool of early acupuncture.
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FOR MORE
INFORMATION
PLEASE
CLICK HERE

THE WIRE FENCE AVOIDED THE BUILDING OF
THE VIEWING TOWER AT THE TIME OF THE
WIRE CURTAIN, THUS THE FACILITY COULD
BE VISITED ONLY FROM THE OTHER SIDE. THE
FORMERLY WELL TENDED COUNTRY BORDER
IS MARKED BY NOW ONLY THE BIRCH FOREST
HAVING GROWN STRONG FROM ITS OFFSET.

i
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FOR MORE
INFORMATION
PLEASE
CLICK HERE
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Visitbuk.hu
#seeandexperience
#rechargeandbereborn
#experiencebükfürdő

FARM-TO-TABLE,
THAT IS FROM THE FARMER TO THE
TABLE
As a trademark, the Bükfürdő Essence
brand guarantees that customers will
find local and quality products on the
market. They can take home the taste
and aroma of the area, i.e. Bükfürdő’s
Essence.

COSMETICS

with origional medicinal water

KNEIPP PARK
Its specialty is the 510-meter-long
Kneipp® dry-treading track based
on pebbles, stones, crushed stone,
pine bark and cones of various sizes.
The barefoot walk offers natural
refreshment. A little dip in the fresh air
is a pleasant relaxation in the floating
bulbs at the Organic Point.
ACCOMMODATION
Wish to enjoy an adventurous camping
or relax with quality, comprehensive
service? visitbuk.hu will help you find
the perfect accommodation to suit
your needs.
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FOR MORE
INFORMATION
PLEASE
CLICK HERE
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